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BCLP Partner Rick Cassetta will present at the DRI Product Liability Conference in Las Vegas from

Feb. 2-4. The conference focuses on product liability challenges in the face of an ever-changing

landscape.

Education and topics will range from how right-to-repair legislation is impacting product safety to a

jury’s mindset after the past two years. Rick will address a joint session of the Children’s Products &

Manufacturers Risk groups on warnings issues related to product liability litigation. Rick will be

joined in the discussion by Raina Shah, principal consultant at Applied Safety and Ergonomics, Inc.

Rick leads the Consumer Products Mass Tort Team at BCLP. His practice focuses on complex

litigation, including defense of corporate clients in individual product liability lawsuits, commercial

contract disputes, class action lawsuits, multidistrict litigation proceedings and lawsuits brought by

governmental entities. Rick tries cases in state and federal court, argues appeals before state and

federal appellate courts, and represents clients in arbitration.

He is recognized by Best Lawyers in America for his product liability work. Rick received a

Martindale-Hubbell peer-review rating of AV® Preeminent™, the highest-possible rating for legal

abilities and ethical standards based on confidential assessments by members of the bar and

judiciary. He also was recognized in 2021 by America’s Most Honored Lawyers (top 1% of all

attorneys in the U.S. as recognized by award organizations).
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MEET THE TEAM

This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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